
Aurora® Sun 4K UHD  
LED Outdoor Smart TV
Designed for the ultimate outdoor entertainment experience, 
the Furrion Aurora® 4K UHD LED outdoor smart TV is packed 
with premium features like an XtremeShield™ IK08-rated 
impact-resistant screen for protection and RangeXtend™ 
external antennas for a stronger WiFi signal.
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US Part # US Model # Description

2022260469 FDUN55CSA Furrion Aurora Sun - 55"

2022260470 FDUN65CSA Furrion Aurora Sun - 65"

2022260471 FDUN75CSA Furrion Aurora Sun - 75"

CA Part # CA Model # Description

2022260474 FDUN55CSA-CA Furrion Aurora Sun - 55"

2022260475 FDUN65CSA-CA Furrion Aurora Sun - 65"

2022260476 FDUN75CSA-CA Furrion Aurora Sun - 75"

• 4K ultra-high-definition for a better viewing experience

• HDR10 for vivid colors and deep, rich contrast

• IP54-rated, weatherproof housing  
to protect against the elements

• Slim bezel for modern aesthetic

• Designed for sunny outdoor living areas  
like uncovered patios, decks and yards

Aurora® Sun 4K  
UHD LED Outdoor Smart TV

Built for the  
Outdoors
Invite your friends and family and take your entertainment outdoors with the Furrion Aurora 4K UHD LED 
outdoor smart TV! This outdoor television is uniquely designed for the ultimate outside entertainment 
experience, featuring a weatherproof TV housing that protects the internal components and delivers 
IP54-rated protection. The screen delivers a stunningly clear picture at 1500-nit brightness and features 
HDR10 for a deep, rich contrast. It also features an XtremeShield IK08-rated impact-resistant screen to 
protect against collisions and scratches and is rated to withstand extreme operating temperatures.

 

Features

RangeXtend™ WiFi-boosting 
external antennas for  
a stronger signal

XtremeShield™ IK-08-rated impact-
resistant screen for protection 
against collisions and scratches

Anti-glare, 1,500-nit LED screen 
for a clearer, brighter picture

Rain or shine, enjoy year-round outdoor 
entertainment with the IP54-rated, weatherproof 
housing that protects against the elements

The 4K UHD picture of this outside TV and 
HDR10 provides vivid colors and deep, rich 
contrast to create a better viewing experience

• Compatible with Furrion outdoor  
soundbars, mounts and covers

• Connects to Furrion soundbars via  
Bluetooth, HDMI or optical inputs

• Backed by a two-year warranty

Integrated smart functionality allows for easy 
streaming of your favorite shows and movies – 
no additional streaming device required


